‘SURRENDER... AND HEALING IN MEDJUGORJE’

You are invited to come and hear Colleen & John Willard’s

POWERFUL AND INSPIRATIONAL WITNESSING,

WHICH HAS BEEN SHARED THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES AND

IN EUROPE, AT MANY PARISHES & CATHOLIC SCHOOLS, MARIAN

CONFERENCES AND RETREATS, RADIO & TV, PUBLICATIONS AND

FEATURED IN A MEDJUGORJE MAGAZINE COVER STORY.

IN PICTURE ON RIGHT, COLLEEN IS SELLING HER WHEELCHAIR FOR ‘BEST OFFER’

We are glad to have Colleen and John share with us their journey of
suffering and Colleen’s dramatic healing of an inoperable brain tumor
and multiple diagnosed illnesses after making a pilgrimage to Medjugorje!

St Jerome’s 30th Anniversary Medjugorje Mass,
Saturday, June 25, 6 pm
Journey with them as they share the unfolding of their family life which took an unexpected turn when Colleen was diagnosed with not only an inoperable brain tumor, but multiple illnesses which left her in a wheelchair and in 24 hour severe pain.

As her health deteriorated, her surrender to God’s will in her life brought a new profound awareness of the great gift of the Cross and with it, a JOY she never knew existed before, the same JOY that St. Paul speaks of that is ours in uniting our sufferings with Christ.

You will be captivated to hear the movements of the Holy Spirit they experienced as they tell of a burning desire placed upon Colleen’s heart and John’s to make a pilgrimage... not for a healing... but to complete the ‘pinnacle of prayer’ Colleen wanted to leave behind for her family and loved ones.

Little did they know, that it would be in Medjugorje that John would see his sick wife being prayed over by Vicka (one of the visionaries), where she felt an intense heat, and upon receiving Jesus in the Holy Eucharist, would later get up out of her wheelchair, and climb the Hill of Apparitions!

Since her confirmed healing, their testimony has been translated in different languages, reaching over 92 countries, giving hope to others that the Cross can be experienced NOT as burden in life... but a treasured gift awaiting to unfold through unity with Our Crucified Lord. It is an evening that will awaken the heart to the Great Gift we have present every day in our lives for strength and healing, The True Presence of Jesus in the Holy Eucharist, and His Mother's presence in the world, all for the Glory of God! "Lord, I am not worthy to receive you, but only say the word and I shall be healed!"

**THIS IS AN EVENING YOU WILL NOT FORGET AND ONE YOU WILL NOT WANT TO MISS!**
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